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Abstract
Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) play an important role in both practice and education. But
developing them is challenging, because a DSL must ultimately satisfy a large and complex set of
user/customer requirements to fulfil its intended role, and neither requirements nor users are fully
available at all times during the development process. Requirements can be elicited using agile methods
but such methods assume the availability of the users. The situation is further complicated when the user
base is primarily students and when enhanced learning is a key requirement. In this paper we propose
developing DSLs, especially educational ones, as online applications. We analyze how this can help
requirement elicitation and learning. Being online brings language development closer to the user,
yielding new opportunities to improve and accelerate the language design process. It is also wellmatched to agile methods, since web-based analytics provide an abundant source of data that integrates
naturally into the development process. As an example, we consider applying the method to Acumen, a
DSL designed to support teaching Cyber-Physical Systems.
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1. Introduction
Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) target a particular application domain in order to improve the
efficiency of the product development process, and to capitalize on the knowledge accumulated by
domain experts. [1] [2] The benefits of DSLs are generally the fruit of the efforts of a DSL developer.
Much of the complexity of the developer’s job stems from the need to simultaneously articulate,
formalise, and implement the specifications for the DSL. Unfortunately, there is scarce practical advice
on how to address the unusual difficulties in the elicitation of requirements that often arise when
developing DSLs. Agile software development methods can be helpful, as they respond to incomplete or
evolving specifications. [3] [4] In the agile approach, requirements and solutions are developed
collaboratively by members of self-organizing teams. Software is built and tested in short sequential
iterations, where a version of the entire product has to be completed before the next one can begin. High
priority features are developed in earlier iterations. This way, feedback from the customer can be gathered
on a working prototype of the final system, and used to improve later iterations. The key features of agile
methods are: 1) A full system is produced in each iteration (short release); 2) Continual (or "constant")
testing; 3) Continual requirements development, testing, and code reviews, and 4) Small development
teams. [5]
Taking agile development methods into account, the question is then how, and to what extent, these
methods can be applied to DSL development, and how could the process be improved? There are some
missing links between what the existing methods provide and what effective DSL development needs. In
particular, the specific sources of complexity in DSL development are as follows:
1.
2.

Current research traditions separate language design and language implementation into two
distinct sub-disciplines, but an agile method for DSL development needs to combine both;
The customer base is often inaccessible. Ideally, for a DSL, the customer base should be anyone
working in that domain, which is often a non-trivial number of users;
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3.

4.

The customer base is usually not in a good position to specify a language, not to mention the best
language for that domain. The customer may not yet be an expert in the best practices and
notations for the domain. Specifying languages requires advanced training in mathematics and
logic. Additionally, because of the large input space, the customer demonstrations that normally
follow each iteration in an agile project are not so straight-forward.
The end-user is not always able to access or start using the simulation system without a
preliminary knowledge and preparation. Equally, enabling the customer to give constructive
feedback on possible enhancements of the simulation system is not trivial. The challenge is to
make the system intuitive, user-friendly and rewarding, so that the customer feels satisfied with
each small achievement and willing to take another step to move forward.

1.1. Contributions
The main contribution presented in this paper is the insight that many benefits can be derived from
developing a DSL and its development environment as a multi-user online application. In particular,
developing a DSL as an online application provides a natural and efficient workflow to achieve the
following:
1. End-user feedback (traditionally obtained through agile practices such as sprint reviews) is
acquired continuously through the online DSL development environment, using analytics and
direct feedback facilities. User feedback is enriched with appropriate context, in the form of the
interaction and source revision history that led up to the feedback submission.
2. Requirements (traditionally embodied in agile practices such as user stories), such as those of the
need for language idioms or development environment features, are mined from user DSL
source files and revision histories, and interactions with the online user interface.
3. Support for planning (as in the prioritization of items in a sprint backlog) is provided by
analytics. For example, bugs that affect many users are prioritized.
Developing DSL programs online brings the users and designers closer by erasing some of the
communication boundaries associated with the standalone (client-side) model development. The agile
promise of a tight feedback loop, based on interactive meetings between product owners and developers,
is enhanced with non-interactive (cheaper and more frequent) feedback through monitoring and analytics.
In the rest of this paper we define the proposed method and discuss its application to a modeling language
being developed by some of the authors.

2. Proposed Method
To address the first source of complexity, we propose an extension to the traditional development process,
focusing on the use of interpreters and translators rather than traditional compilers. This method keeps the
code small, flexible and consistent with the agile development value of prioritizing code over
documentation. A good interpreter can be viewed as a formal specification for a language. This unifies
the problems of developing the requirements (the DSL design) and developing the formal semantics. A
technique known as staging [6] (which is similar to the recently-proposed idea of a skeleton design
method [7]) can then be used to turn interpreters into translators/compilers without significant changes to
the structure or size of the code base.
To address the remaining three sources of complexity, we propose developing language implementations
that are delivered as online applications, with an offline functionality provided to support use when
network connectivity is not available. Online functionality is the key mechanism for reaching out to a
broad user base. It also facilitates use and adds value through collaboration, openness, light-weight social
networking, automatic grading and gateway/gamification [8] [9] processes. Gamification techniques can
provide frequent hints to the user and increase feedback, both of which are useful in the development
process. Key concepts from gamification include comprehensive navigation, keeping the user informed of
what to do and explaining how answers are correct or incorrect. This makes it possible to determine
where the user got stuck, where the learning curve was too steep, or simply where there is a bug in the
system. It also helps identify to what degree the DSL is understandable to users and to leverage the

feedback to make the language more intuitive.
In the offline mode, we should at least have the equivalent of the traditional, standalone implementation.
For example, local files should continue to be accessible and executable. Beyond this minimal
functionality, caching and version control can help support higher degrees of independence and
robustness to network availability. Interestingly, some of the implementation techniques used to support
offline operation can also benefit the online mode. For example, caching can improve remote page load
time and bandwidth consumption.
Examples of specific methods of how feedback collection affects requirements and how they can be
incorporated naturally into an agile DSL development method are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Amendments to common agile practices that aim to make language development more effective.
Agile
Definition
Amendments for DSL development
practice
Iteration Pre-defined period of time during Each iteration ends with a demonstration to the
which a set of requirements is to
product owner, as well as a release of the DSL to the
be implemented and integrated
full user base.
into a working version of the
After a minor release, users retain access to the
software.
previous version, so that a version of the language
compatible with their models is available. Porting
guides, prepared for each release, help users
transition to new versions when backward
compatibility is broken.
Iteration Meeting that follows each
Mechanized requirements elicitation. Feedback is
Review
iteration, during which
obtained passively:
Meeting stakeholders provide feedback,
1. Through analysis of usage metrics and
based on a demonstration of the
session logs;
current version of the product.
and interactively:
2. Using feedback forms. Here, access to
passive feedback, such as session logs, can
enhance the information actively provided
by the user;
3. By up/down-voting of language and
development environment features.
Iteration Meeting that precedes each
Multi-dimensional prioritization. Criteria provided
Planning iteration, where priorities for the
by the product owner is supplemented with metrics
Meeting iteration are established by the
obtained through the mechanized feedback facilities.
product owner. These are used to
For example, features with many up-votes and few
determine the iteration backlog,
down-votes can be given a high user priority.
which specifies what will be done
during the iteration.
A key observation to take away from this table is that the proposed amendments rely on information that
is readily available to DSL developers when the language is made available through an online
development environment.

3. Application to the Development of Acumen
We first recognized the difficulties in DSL design outlined above in the context of ongoing work on an
educational DSL called Acumen. In this section, we explain how the proposed method can be applied to
improve the design and development process of Acumen.
The emergence of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) as a cross-disciplinary paradigm for innovation has
prompted activity to develop DSLs for this domain. Developing a DSL for modeling and simulation of

CPS adds complexity stemming from the multitude of more specialized disciplines that make up the CPS
paradigm. In addition to this, a DSL to support education demands further requirements relating to
accessibility, both conceptual and financial. Developing an application that should meet all these
expectations is clearly a daunting task, justified only by the high potential impact for such a tool.
Examples include simulation tools such as Simulink [10], OpenModelica [11] SimScape [12],
EnergyNavigator [13], and the Hybrid Quartz language. [14] [15] Despite this seemingly large selection,
many fundamental challenges presented by the CPS domain are still not tackled adequately by any single
available DSL, including: integration of models of systems from different sub-domains [16], simulation
of Zeno systems [17], and the modeling of timing constraints. [18]
To address some of these research and educational problems, we are developing Acumen. [19]-[26] A
particular educational challenge for CPS is its multidisciplinary nature, as it encompasses such academic
disciplines as software engineering, networking, learning theory, electrical engineering and mechanical
engineering. Often, advanced expertise from each of these disciplines must be integrated through close
collaborations in order to develop a new Cyber-Physical System. In a research university environment, it
is not unusual for an educational DSL to need to simultaneously address such a wide range of challenges.
But to approach a challenge this complex, simplicity and accessibility in the language design are
essential. In the case of Acumen, this is reflected in its adherence to a small core textual language and a
minimalist, self-contained custom development environment. The language and environment have
already been used in teaching three editions of a new course on CPS [25]-[27] with Acumen greatly
influencing both the language and the teaching format of the course. Using the language in the class helps
make the mathematics of the CPS theory more approachable. At the same time, exposing the designers to
the real needs of the successive classes of students provided a steady influx of feedback and new
requirements. [25] [26] This experience drew our attention to the particular challenge of DSL
development, namely, the need for frequent and precise collection of requirements from users. This
challenge arises with both application-oriented and educational DSLs, but is more challenging in the latter
case because it has aims that transcend the specific product being developed in each use of the DSL.
3.1. Basic Design for an Online Version of Acumen
So far, Acumen has been developed and used as a standalone, client-side application. To apply the
method described above, we need to select a specific path for development and evolution. We propose
the most basic functionality, with an initial version of the Acumen platform incorporating the following:
1. Development of an online graphical user interface (editor, plotter, table, 3D simulation view),
logging and analytics, and a user identification system, while ensuring reasonable functionality
even in the absence of a network;
2. Unit- and property-based testing;
3. Incorporation of gateway/gamification processes;
4. Support for model sharing and co-simulation;
Once these functions are realized, we expect that there will be enough analytics about application and
language usage to enable the identification of strategies for improving the system and the exercise sets it
supports.
The general approach for system evaluation is to see if it can increase both the utility and the number of
users of the Acumen language. This can be done in two arenas:
1. Within the CPS class taught at Halmstad University;
2. To the open user base outside the class.
Examples of specific analytics that can be considered include:
1. Usability evaluation by observing how features of the system are used, and modifying
arrangements of the interface, to influence frequency of use of certain features;
2. Evaluating the effect of co-simulation on user engagement;
3. Studying analytics of language use in terms of user engagement, new users, returning users;
4. Evaluating the time and effort it takes to complete exercises sets;

In practice, the specific metrics used should be determined on the basis of several factors, including ease
of implementation, interaction with support for mixed online and offline operation, effectiveness in
demonstrating key results, and impact on runtime performance of the system.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
Prior experience with DSL development revealed differences and shortcomings in the efficacy of
traditional development methods, compared to regular software development projects, and led to a
proposal for a new method. An initial survey of DSL development methods and evaluation of feedback
gathered from students using a standalone platform has shown the need for the amendment of standard
agile practices, promoting better communication with system users and involving them at an early stage
of development. This paper has explained how developing DSLs as online applications can facilitate their
development, and has outlined a plan to evaluate the effectiveness of the method, using the Acumen
language as a case study. Some of the key benefits of developing an educational DSL as an online
application include:
● It facilitates the gathering of usability statistics, allowing improved user experience and possibly
speeding up the education process;
● It encourages the interactive use of educational exercises and gateway-based learning processes,
enabling the gathering of user-input and rewarding the user through gamification methods;
● It enables communication between users, promoting learning and helping consolidate and
develop user buy-in for requirements as they evolve.
A priority for our future work will be to implement the proposed approach for quantitative evaluation.
Our experience with Acumen will allow us to compare metrics such as user interest, activity, and time
required to learn the language.
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